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Abstract
The electrostatic powder application system is designed to
deliver powderto the work area in even well packed layers. It
delivers the powder·from a storage container using compressed
air, forces the particlestbrougbanelectricfield~ and sprays
them onto. a .ground~dplate./.Ajqualitativetex~rimentintO the
feasibility and performance of the system is presented. A model
of the particle charging mechanism,andtheParticle charge
draining mechanismis also<presented. Theexperinlentfmds that
a 20 mill layerof packedpowderisrepeatedly achievable, and
that the system has powder clogging problems.
Introduction
The electrostatic powder application s~stemis intendedto replace the current roller feed
mechanism inthe··.selective< lasersinterin~process .. Theelectrosta~csystem.should help to
create~tt~rpackedpowderlayers,.·redu"ethework.• spacer~uiretnents, .a.nd·all0wthe.poW(jer
to bestoredinjadifferenten.virontnentfromthe\Vor.k~paceJj>riortothe.~pplication and
sintering process. These•. factors .sh()uldhelptoincre~sethe9uality.ofthesinteredpartbY
reducing the number of air pockets in the work piece, and by helping to.keep.applied layers
even.
Theory
A theoretical model of the electrostaticpowder application.process has been derived to
determine if .the desired effects are .being produced atthe particlelevel. •. Several assumptions
have .·beenmadeto produce a simple closedform•• mod~lof~lttavelin.~cbargetiparticle.First, it
has been assumedthatthe particlesa.re spherical. Second, the modeled<particle\Villbe in the
center of the flow. Finally,the groundedworkpl~teisasst11lledtobea.~rfectcol1~uctor,and
any.l?reviouslyaJj>Jj>lie<i.po\Vderla.yers.are.charge.netltral.t.'I'he!"esultingilpQdelwill lJe able to
describe •how the<particles.are influenced, but the magnitudes ofthe results should be
considered suspicious and only used to compare particles and Illaterials, not for prediction of
physical behavior.
The capacitance of the material particle iSl1eededtodeterrnirt~the charge that is held by the
particle, to resolve the force on the particle, andto.deterrrri.nethetime needed fortheqhargeto
drain from the particle after the/particle has been applied. A modelis derived from the basic
1vIRXwell'sec.ttla.tiQns:
41t£oR

Q= V41t£oR
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(1),
(2).

These equations yield the capacitance of, and the charge on a given particle.
The electrostatic force that is generated by the charged particle is calculated using the method
of images. The method finds the radial and tangential components of the electric field to
produce the field in the normal direction:
i........ · .2QD En = Ercos9 .. E.esin9>= ••••• • • 3 En
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This expression for the electric field can be used to calculate the force that is acting upon the
charged material particle, refered to here by its charge Q:
(4).
Theradiusofthesystelnisknown,r:=12D,and~a.nbesubstitut<edinto equation. 3,

the result of
which can be substituted into equation 4 to produce an expression of the electrostatic force
upon the particle:

(5).

A particle that is traveling between the spray head and the work plate is influenced by the
electrostatic force, the drag force of the fluid, gravity, and the force of the fluid stream. The
gravity force is simply the mass multiplied by the gravitational constant, while the electrostatic
force was derived previously. The fluid stream force occurs in the applicator system, not the
area between the feed head and the work plate. Assuming that the particle velocity is the same
as the fluid velocity at the time of exit from the spray nozzle, the fluid imparts an initial
momentum upon the particle equal to the product of the fluid velocity and the particle mass. All
particle particle interaction forces are assumed to have a resultant vector of zero.
The particle traveling through the air is also acted upon by a fluid drag force from the air
around it, which is proportional to the difference between the particle velocity, and the velocity
of the air around it.
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All ofthe forces can then be summed to produce a model ofthe influences upon the particle:

(7).

The next step is to createan.expressionforthevelocity.frQlnthe force equation. To create
the velocity.expression, first,the.!Qrceequation will be divid<edby the mass ofthe particle,
thentheconstallts in the equationvvill.belumpedtQgether into>three constants a, b, and c.
This yields·a simple expression for the acceleration·ofthe particle:
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x

(8).

This equation has two nonlineari~e~jnitduetothecomponeJ.1~98ntributed by the drag force,
and the component due to the el~,trostatic forcy,thuselirninatingthepossibility of a closed
fonnsolution to this problem. However, th~drag force does not~ecessarily make a significant
contribution to the acceleration of the particle, because itdepel1dsupon on the difference
between the velocity of them it istrave~gwithandthevylocity of the particle itself. This
difference is notgoingto be large bec~u~etheparticleonl~travels a smalldistance between the
spray head and the work plate, not allowingtl1Y(diff~rencetoincreaserapidly. The drag force
tenncan then be dropped from the system model without10sing unacceptable generality or
detail:
....

b

a(x)=-+c
2
x

(9).

The velocity of the system can be found using simple dynamics. The velocity as a function
ofparticle position will be integrated up from the'acceleration expression:
.. dv
x

dv dx
dt
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(10).

(11).

This expression is now integrated to obtain an expressionfor the velocity of the particle:
v

2

2
b
=vo2(x - xO)I- + c]
xxo

(12).

The initial velocity is the velocity of the charged particle at the exit of the spray nozzle, and
initial position of the particle is the vertical displacement at the exit of the spray nozzle.
Once the particle has landed upon the work surface, the charge will be drained to ground.
This system can be thought of as a simple current driven RC circuit. The resistance and
capacitance of the layers is needed to describe the charge dissipation, realizing that different
values of these terms, are present due to the state of sintering and the presence of boundary
conditions.
.
An important reason for this theory is the hypotheses that a charged particle in flight will
tend to fill in a valley. The model that is derived here assumes that the valley is a two
dimensional cup, and that the charge on the walls of the valley can be approximated by four
point charges with charge of the same sign as the particle's. This model is an excellent
approximation because the walls of the cup consist of discrete charged particles. This model
assumes that all of the particles, those in the valley and the travelling particle, are being applied
during the same feed head stroke.
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Particle>approachinga Valley
Figure 1
ThecllargeQntheparticlesinthecupwatlwill.• bedifferentduetothe difference in the time
betweenimpactofthe particles, and the difference in the powder thick11essbelow them. An
expression of their charge is:
t1

ql

=q4 =Qoe- RC

(13),

t2

q2= q3 =

Qoe- RC

(14),

where t2>t1. The forceactingiupon thetravelling particle by the four charged particles in the
wall of the cup is:
-..

-qnQ

-
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(29),
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(30).

An example using numerical values in equation 7 is worked using values for nylon 6 and
alumina. Both of these materials have been sintered. The values used in the equation are from
reference material containing information about these two materials. These numbers can be
substituted into simplified equation 7, and produce a numerical representation of the interaction
between the plate and the particle:

-F n=- 1.80 xlO
2
I>
-F a=- 4.55 x 210
I>

-10

69. x lO-8 J
J- 4..
A
•

A.

(31),
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Figure 2
It has been assumed that the velocity vector is in the negative Y direction, and the electric field
is in the negative Y direction. The distance between the spray nozzle and the work plate is set
at 10 cm for the simulation, and is the initial value of the displacement x. The initial velocity is
one that was typically used in the experiment. The final value of the displacement was 0.1
mm. The results of the velocity simulation are graphed in figure 2.
The velocity of both the alumina and the nylon particle theoretically approach infinity. The
acceleration of the particles at a distance of 1 mm from the work surface is 39 g for the nylon
particle, and 42 g for the alumina particle. This large increase in the acceleration of the particles
begins at a distance of 7 mm from the surface of the work plate, a distance of approximately 35
particle diameters from the work surface.
The following example illustrates the forces acting upon the charged particle when the
particle approaches a valley of charged particles. The values of resistance and capacitance for
the charged layers of material were chosen based on the layer thickness of the real particle
layers, and known sizes of capacitors and resistors making a reasonable approximation of the
contribution of the air gaps between particles to the resistance and capacitance of the material.
The positions of the charged particles were chosen by placing them in a hemisphere of radius
0.005 m, and placing the travelling particle at the point 1 mm to left of the center, and 1 mm
above the semicircle. It is assumed that the particle has momentum only in the negative Y
direction when it is at this point. Two values of time are used to compute the charge on the
particles in the valley, and the values are based upon the particle velocity.
These numbers were put into equations 29 and 30 and summed over the particles. For the
nylon system, the numbers are:

-
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(33),
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s
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The alumina numbers are much smaller:
-
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A
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(35),
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aa = 10.9 i+ 7.96 j ~
s

(36).
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nylon, which has a larger electrical time constant, will be influenced much
Experiment
An electrostatic powder application system was constructed and tested to determine if the
desired physical phenomena were present. The apparatus consisted of a powder canister which
holds and delivers powder similar to an aerosol can, flow control devices that regulate
compressed air flow into the powder canister and the air flow that carries the air from the
powder canister to
feed head. The powder leaves the canister and enters the feed head,
which is mounted on a linear actuator rated at 20 ips. The feed head turns the flow from
vertical to horizontal, forces it through a spray nozzle, and electrostatically charges the powder.
The powder is charged in the spray nozzle with two 13.5 kV, 0.31 rnA power sources, one
delivering positive charge the other negative. A set of valves were inserted in the line between
the feed head and
powder canister to bleed most of the powder flow off in an effort to
prevent
the
The
was performed with four variables, the feed and carry pressure, and the
feed and carry flow rate. The other four variables, feed head speed (16 ips), feed head height
(7 in.), spray
and material (PVC), were all kept constant. The sintering was simulated
using a
torch.
experiments were conducted on a qualitative basis because the clogging
problem
efforts to produce a consistent powder layer, while a simulated roller
experiment was
conducted for comparison.
The data
experiment was interesting. When the frrst layer of powder was
applied and
it formed several holes in the surface, through which the work plate was
visible. When
layer powder was applied, the holes were gone. After sintering
only a few
the work plate to be exposed, and there were also a few valleys in the
surface. When
with
simulated roller work pieces, the holes were shallower, and
fewer. The
ranged from 12 to 16 mills for a single layer and 20 to 28 mills for
of two or three mills on each work piece.
two layers
a
An error was
during the experiments that lead to the most interesting discovery. One
layer of powder was applied with all of the flow reduction valves off, thus letting a large
amount of powder flow out the spray nozzle. Unlike the previous experiments, a large
amount of
was floating the air around the spray head after the application. When
parts fabricated
way were measured, they were consistently 24 to 26 mills thick, regardless
of the
a thickness variance of one mill.
Clogging was
system each time the powder flow was cut off. The clog was
easily
closing all the flow reduction valves and letting the clog blowout.
However,
phenomena
not been eliminated from the process.
C1'l'C11b::l>1I"Ir"l

Analysis
~e,.,eni:U. . . . ,u'........... M.U'' ' ' cJ1ar~:tCU~t1sttcs can be seen in the experiment and the theoretical model of
the process.
shows that a charged particle will tend to settle in the center of a valley
of like charged particles, thereby filling the valley.· The experiment also demonstrated that a
charged particle
tend to
holes or valleys in a work surface.
The layers
with the
reduction valves off are very informative. It appears that
the powder
on
work surface and builds layer thickness until enougl1 charge is built
additional charged powder particles which are attempting to come to
up that it starts
rest upon the
process provides excellent filling of the hills and valleys
because this thickness is constant for a given material and charge.
The clogging phenomena and the inability to produce layers that are as thin as are needed for
selective laser sintermg (5 mills)
to the need for a redesigned system. The current system
provides information about how the electrostatic process works, but it is not capable of the

accurate

perfonnance needed in the selective laser sintering process.
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Suggestions
There are severill ways that the system may beredesigned to control the thickness and
eliminate the clogging problem.• The clllTentpneumatic SySteIllmay be modified to allow the
powder to beforced into the carry flowbytlienaturalvac~umofthe flow over the powder
orifice. This maybe accoIllplish<rlbyeitlierusingamechan.icalpistonto keep the powder
level at a.constantheightin • a feedtube~orbybuildingadosing.chamber.·that only allows the
desired amount ofpowder into i4andusesitlie naturalyacuumtoempty itself.
A betterrnethodmay betonotuse.pneumatics atail. Thissystem,caIled the sieve feed
system~consistsofapowdercontainer~ .acharged\Viremesh,and sqlleegee on a linear
actuator.• The. powder container drops a desired. amount ofpowder.. onto•• the. mesh using
gravity. The squeegee then pushes the powder across the wire mesh while forcing it through.
This systemis more versatile because itcan work in avacuum~andit does not have the
ptoblemof pneurnaticclogging.
The control of thelayer thickness posesi a different problem. Leaving the systernwith an
open loopcontroLprocess does notprovide enQugh controlto keep a rigidlayer thickness. The
thickness could be controlled using a feedbackmeasur-ings~stem~particlechargecontrol~or a
simplemecbanicalscraperorroller.· ·Theifeed·backmeasurirtgsystem would>beaiproc7ss of
applying.·and.sintering a layer~rmdingan.dfillingI>roblemspots •with the m7asurin.gsystem~
and thenapplyinganewlayerandsinteringit.•• ·Thepfll'ticlechargecontroLwouldus7the
patticlelayerfepulsionphenomenato controLthe thickness ofthe layers.•• The scraperis the
simplest method~jtsimply removes an applied excess ofpowderto keep a consta.fit layer
thickness.
Conclusions
The eleetrostaticpowder application system helped the particles find and ftil valleys in the
workpiece~andbelpedwith powder packing. The clllTentsystemis notable to provide thin
enoughlayers and sUifersfroIll problems with clogging and therefore~. itl1eeds to be
redesigned. Thebestredesignwould consist ofthe sieve feed system with·a simple roller or
scraper for thickness control.
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